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Abstract. The influence of intragranular slip on grain boundary sliding is studied in originally compatible zinc
bicrystals with symmetric tilt boundary. The experiment is designed to separate different effects of intragranular
slip on the boundary sliding and establish their mechanisms. Grain boundary sliding with and without development
of intragranular slip is observed. The rate of sliding accompanied by slip is more than five times of that without
slip. A good correlation between the boundary sliding and intragranular slip prior to slide hardening is established.
Slide hardening followed by the negative sliding near one end of the boundary and strain hardening in the boundary
vicinity, are observed at the last stages of deformation. For the case of formation of slip induced glissile grain
boundary dislocations of opposite signs the possibility of their contribution to total grain boundary sliding, is
analyzed. The effect of the increase in the rate of sliding is explained in terms of the accommodation of sliding
by slip and appearance of additional glissile grain boundary dislocations of one sign due to strain incompatibility.
Contribution of these different dislocation mechanisms to the increase in the sliding rate is determined for the stage
of deformation preceding slide hardening. It is supposed that the effect of slide hardening and negative sliding
as well as boundary curving is created by non-smooth boundary and small degree of incompatibility caused by
straining.
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1. Introduction

Grain boundary sliding (GBS) is an important mode of
deformation of polycrystalline materials. At high tem-
peratures its contribution to the overall strain can be ex-
tremely high. Grain boundary sliding is often accompa-
nied by intragranular (crystallographic) slip. Usually,
the interaction of intragranular slip with boundary en-
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hances the rate of grain boundary sliding [1–4]. It has
been demonstrated in zinc and cadmium bicrystals of
special geometry that the rate of grain boundary slid-
ing in the presence of intragranular slip can be higher
than grain boundary sliding in the absence of intragran-
ular slip by more than an order of magnitude (“pure”
GBS) [2, 3]. In addition, for the same type of bicrystals
it has been demonstrated that the rate of intragranular
strain is in a good correlation with the rate of GBS
[4]. Basically, different mechanisms can be responsi-
ble for the increase in the rate of GBS: accommodation
of grain boundary sliding by slip at grain boundary
irregularities [5], achievement of non-equilibrium [6]
or high-excited [7] boundary states due to interaction
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with lattice dislocations, participation of slip of lattice
or slip induced grain boundary dislocations (GBDs) in
GBS [8–17]. Theory of boundary transition into high-
excited state with a small resistance to sliding [7] has
not been proved and has contradictions with existing
experimental results on sliding. The non-equilibrium
state of grain boundary is characterized by long-range
elastic fields due to irregular arrangements of sessile
GBDs and/or by the presence of glissile grain bound-
ary dislocations of one sign [18]. Motion of sessile
GBDs does not make any contribution to sliding. Glis-
sile GBDs of one sign are induced by incompatible
deformation and can directly contribute to the sliding.
It has been shown that the effect of stimulation of slid-
ing by slip is observed during deformation of originally
compatible bicrystals [4]. Also, it has been shown that
at compatible deformation (identical deformation of
grains with respect to their common boundary) there
is no contribution of slip-induced glissile GBDs of op-
posite signs to the sliding [19]. However, compatibility
conditions change during straining and dislocation re-
actions producing residual glissile GBDs of one sign
can be activated. Therefore, it remains unclear whether
the stimulation effect occurs at compatible deforma-
tion or the main reason for it is a small incompatibility
appearing with the change in bicrystal geometry. The
aim of this investigation is to study the influence of in-
tragranular slip on GBS in originally compatible zinc

Figure 1. Crystallography of specimen (a) and geometry of intragranular slip and sliding (b). Double arrows indicate the directions of shear
stresses along the basal planes and the boundary.

bicrystals whose deformation results in the appearance
of small degree of plastic strain incompatibility and
separate the effects of intragranular slip on sliding at
compatible and incompatible stages of deformation.

2. Design of Bicrystal Experiments

Zinc bicrystal with geometry and schematic of defor-
mation shown in Fig. 1 can be considered as plastically
compatible according to the definition of Chalmers
and coworkers [20, 21]. Bicrystal contains symmet-
ric tilt 90◦〈101̄0〉 boundary tilted at an angle of 60◦

with respect to the tensile axis (Fig. 1(a)). All other
angles of boundary inclination except 30◦ and 90◦ can-
not provide compatibility conditions of deformation for
given boundary misorientation. The directions of shear
stresses and signs of edge LDs gliding over basal planes
under the applied stresses are predetermined by given
loading conditions (Fig. 1(b)). Although basal planes
in neighboring grains have different inclination angles
with respect to the deformation axis the Schmid factors
for basal slip are the same in both grains. Therefore, in
the initial stage of deformation shears in the grains are
the same and grains deform similarly in the boundary
plane. In other words, this bicrystal completely meets
conditions for compatible deformation [20, 21]:

εA
XX �= εB

XX, εA
ZZ = εB

ZZ, εA
XZ = εB

XZ = 0 (1)
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Figure 2. Formation of residual grain boundary dislocations as a result of dislocation reactions during compatible deformation.

Figure 3. Rotation of basal slip planes during tension of bicrystal, which increases the difference between shear stresses in different grains (a)
and results in generation of glissile GBDs of predominantly one sign (b).

Due to the absence of strain in Z direction the deforma-
tion of bicrystal can be considered as two-dimensional
(Fig. 1(b)). At micro-level dislocation reactions pro-
duce residual sessile GBDs as a result of transmission
of lattice dislocations through the boundary (Fig. 2(a))
or meeting of lattice dislocations at the same point of
the boundary (Fig. 2(b)). In spite of strain compatibil-
ity at macro-level there is a high probability of dilata-
tional mismatch along the boundary at micro-level or
micro-incompatibility [22]. If lattice dislocations from
different grains enter the boundary at different points
their dissociation produces glissile GBDs with oppo-
site signs (Fig. 2(c)).

Straining of bicrystal results in the appearance of
some degree of incompatibility. Due to crystallo-
graphic rotation of grains Schmid factor for basal slip in
Grain A increases and in Grain B decreases (Fig. 3(a))

which results in the loss of similarity of strain in grains:

εA
XX �= εB

XX, εA
ZZ = εB

ZZ, εA
XZ = εB

XZ = 0 (2)

Therefore, following Hauser and Chalmers [20], this
type of bicrystal can be related to transiently compati-
ble bicrystals whose compatibility can be provided only
at the initial stage of deformation. Plastic incompati-
bility due to enhanced deformation of Grain A creates
additional number of glissile GBDs of the same sign
(Fig. 3(b)).

3. Experimental Details

Zinc bicrystals (99.97%) containing a 88.7◦ ± 0.5◦

〈101̄0〉 symmetrical tilt boundary was used (Fig. 1).
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Figure 4. Non-uniformity of sliding along the boundary and average sliding rate as a function of testing time for bicrystal deformed at σ =
0.42 MPa.

A bicrystalline plate was grown from the melt in a
horizontal graphite boat by the Bridgman method in
an argon atmosphere. Specimens were spark cut from
a bicrystal plate at 60◦ with respect to the boundary
line. The geometry of slip in this type of bicrystal
is considered in the previous section. Dimension of
bicrystalline specimens were 25 × 3.5 × 2 mm3. The
damaged layer adjacent to the surfaces was removed
by chemical polishing on the acid-resistant cloth. Fi-
nal polishing was performed electrolytically. On the
polished bicrystal surfaces, the families of marker
lines to be used for measuring GBS and IS were
scratched by a diamond tip. Both lines parallel to the
tensile direction (longitudinal scratches) and parallel
to the boundary were made. The magnitudes of GBS
were determined by the shift of longitudinal scratches.
The average value of intragranular strain was deter-
mined by elongation of segments on the longitudi-
nal scratches. These segments are formed by intersec-
tion of longitudinal scratches with scratches parallel
to the boundary. The average length of the segments
was around 100 µm. Bicrystals were tensile strained
at constant load at 553 K (0.8 Tmelt). Tests were per-
formed at two values of initial stress: σ = 0.42 and
0.44 MPa which corresponded to the values of shear
stress along the boundary: τ = 0.18 and τ = 0.19 MPa,
respectively. Shear stresses along the basal planes
were τ = 0.10 and τ = 0.11 MPa. To exclude bend-
ing stresses, deformation was carried out using inde-
pendent and freely movable grips that could provide
the rotational movement of the ends of bicrystalline
specimens.

4. Results

Grain boundary sliding at smaller stress (σ =
0.42 MPa) is not accompanied by a noticeable bound-
ary migration and intragranular slip. No slip lines can
be observed in the vicinity of the boundary in both
grains. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of grain
boundary sliding along the boundary (Fig. 4(a)) and
its average amount versus testing time (Fig. 4(b)). The
amounts of sliding oscillation remain almost the same
for the majority of the boundary points during the whole
deformation (Fig. 4(a)). The sliding rate decreases with
time (Fig. 4(b)). Direct measurement of intragranular
slip using marker lines does not reveal any strain near
the boundary during the whole test. Grain boundary
sliding at higher stress (σ = 0.44 MPa) is accompa-
nied by irregular boundary migration. Also, slip lines
ending at or transmitting across the boundary are ob-
served (Fig. 5(a)). Macroscopically the shape of bicrys-
tal changes and the boundary becomes curved as a
result of deformation gradient (Fig. 5(b)). Figure 6 dis-
plays GBS versus distance along the boundary for dif-
ferent testing time. It shows that sliding is distributed
non-uniformly along the boundary and there is some
trend of its increase from one end of the boundary to the
other at the last stages of deformation. Figure 7 shows
grain boundary sliding measured near points O and C
as a function of time. The dependence of GBS versus
time looks complex. With straining the rate of sliding
is increasing, decreasing, changing sign and stagnat-
ing. Figure 7 also contains intragranular strain ver-
sus time curve for both grains of bicrystal. The rate of
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Figure 5. Scanning electron (a) and optical (b) micrographs of deformed bicrystal.

Figure 6. Variations of the amount of sliding along the boundary
after different testing time.

intragranular slip measured near the boundary changes
with straining. There is a pronounced correlation be-
tween sliding and strain during first 25 s of deforma-
tion. After this period the decrease in the sliding rate
up to zero followed by the change in the direction of
sliding corresponds to sharp increase in the rate of slip
and the appearance of a marked difference of strain
in grains. The decreased rate of intragranular slip at

Figure 7. Variations of intragranular shears along the boundary in
grains A (a) and B (b) after different testing time.

the end of deformation corresponds to the stagnation
of sliding. Figure 8 shows distribution of intragranu-
lar shear along the boundary in grains A and B. It is
seen that there is no much difference between shears
in different grains near the same place of the boundary.
Shear in grain A is slightly higher than that in grain
B. Figure 9 shows the change of different parameters
of bicrystal calculated from intragranular strain using
well-known relationships between strain, shear and its
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Figure 8. Grain boundary sliding and shear strain as functions of time for bicrystal strained at σ = 0.44 MPa and T = 553 K.

Figure 9. Different parameters of bicrystal calculated from intragranular strain as functions of time (explanation in the text).

orientation to the tensile axis [23]. They include shear
along basal planes in both grains γA and γB , strains
in the boundary plane εA

XX and εB
XX , angle of deviation

from original misorientation 	
, angle of deviation
of boundary plane from its symmetry position 	θ that
can be determined as 	θ = (θA − θB)/2 and differ-
ence between fiducial boundary segments in grains A
and B 	L = L B − L A. At the beginning of the test that
segments have the same length of 2 mm. It is seen that
the difference in intragranular shears and in strains at
boundary plane becomes marked after 25 s of testing.
The angle of deviation from original boundary misori-
entation 	
 reaches 7.6◦ at 25 s of test and ∼35◦ at the
end of the test. Thus, at the end of the test the boundary
misorientation increases up to ∼125◦. Remarkably, the

boundary retains a high degree of symmetry, the maxi-
mum angle of deviation from symmetry reached at the
end of deformation is only∼1◦. The difference between
fiducial segments 	L characterizes sliding induced
by plastic strain incompatibility, which increases with
straining. The maximum difference of 	L = 30 µm
is achieved at 32 s of test. Figure 10 shows the average
amount of GBS as a function of time for specimens
with and without macroscopic intragranular strain in
grains. The small difference in shear stress along the
boundary for different samples allows us to compare
sliding rates in both cases. The rate of GBS when it is
accompanied by intragranular deformation can be more
than five times of the sliding rate without intragranular
deformation.
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Figure 10. Amount of grain boundary sliding versus time for two
bicrystals tested at slightly different stresses. The two curves cor-
respond to cases where intragranular slip either occurs, or does not
occur, while the sliding takes place.

5. Discussion

5.1. Relation Between Intragranular Slip and Grain
Boundary Sliding

The deformation of bicrystal at smaller stress is suf-
ficient to activate GBS and is not enough to induce
intragranular slip. The main difference of this type
of sliding from pure GBS observed in zinc bicrystals
which geometry excludes the appearance of applied
shear stresses along basal planes [2] is the possibility
of accommodation of sliding by the emission of lattice
dislocations from the boundary irregularities. Superpo-
sition of applied and local stresses at boundary irreg-
ularities might result in the emission of a few lattice
dislocations from each boundary source, which, how-
ever, escapes revealing due to insufficient resolution of
optical microscopy.

Deformation of bicrystal at higher stress results in
coexistence of both: GBS and marked intragranular de-
formation. A good correlation between slip and slid-
ing during first 25 seconds of bicrystal deformation
in this case can be explained by the effect of stimu-
lation of GBS by crystallographic slip. Sigmoid type
of GBS and strain versus time curves observed in our
case (Fig. 7) are not uncommon for the creep of sin-
gle crystals at low stresses and is likely to be associ-
ated with inhomogeneous deformation [24]. Usually,
spatial macroscopic non-uniformity of GBS is a result

of difference in strain in neighboring grains or plastic
strain incompatibility [25, 26]. Figure 6 shows a large
non-uniformity of GBS observed at the last stages of
bicrystal deformation that reaches 13 µm at the dis-
tance of 2 mm. Figure 7 shows strain and geometrical
parameters of bicrystal versus time. The difference in
fiducial boundary segments in grain A and B	L which
is calculated from strains in the vicinity of the bound-
ary achieves 30 µm. A significant difference between
directly measured and calculated values of 	L can be
explained by a significant strain gradient in the normal
direction Y within measured segments. The existence
of strain gradients is seen from curved slip lines in
Fig. 5(b). A large strain gradient is a cause of kinking
in Grain A. Not all dislocations providing intragranular
deformation in the boundary region enter the boundary.
The inefficiency of grain boundary recovery processes
can be explained by the existence of boundary irregu-
larities or boundary micro-roughness. Despite of short
running distance, glissile GBDs produced from lattice
dislocations forms pile-ups near steps and/or facets,
which creates long-range elastic fields [26]. The strain
gradient normal to the boundary also results in bound-
ary macro-convexity oriented to the grain B (Fig. 5(b)).
In the absence of GBS the curvature of the boundary de-
pends only on difference of strains in grains. However,
even in the case of ideal smooth boundary able to slide
perfectly the radius of curvature cannot be expected as
equal to infinity. Gradient of strain seems to be also
responsible for grain boundary migration. It is seen
from the alternation of GBS and the boundary migra-
tion. Such boundary behavior is not inherent to vicinal
boundaries [27]. Therefore, glissile GBDs participating
in GBS cannot be considered as DSC-dislocations. In
other words, this boundary does not consist of one sort
of structural unit as one of the requirements for the ex-
istence of a special boundary [28] or the number of ma-
jor structural units is insufficiently high in comparison
with the number of minor structural units that belong to
the neighboring favored boundary. Since the boundary
is supposed to be general or non-favored one, the glis-
sile GBDs have infinitesimal Burgers vectors [29] of
two opposite orientations parallel to the boundary line.
Although the value of the Burgers vector of these dislo-
cations is uncertain the description of GBS in terms of
motion of glissile GBDs looks more realistic than slid-
ing by simultaneous shear along the entire boundary.
Strain hardening near the boundary and slide harden-
ing observed at the last stages of deformation can both
have the same origin. Incompatible deformation results
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in generation of slip induced sliding due to generation
of GBDs of one sign. If they move in one direction, slip
induced sliding fully contributes to the overall sliding
[30]. In this case, sliding produced by GBDs generated
at grain boundary sources is determined by sliding near
point O. Sliding near this point is also sensitive to the
motion of GBDs in opposite direction at high intragran-
ular slip rates [31]. The possible reasons for the lost of
correlation can be slide hardening and generation of
slip induced sliding which cannot contribute entirely
to overall elongation of bicrystal. Formation of GBD
pile-ups near grain boundary irregularities (steps and
facets) creates back stresses which result in the motion
of part of GBDs contrary to the applied stresses. This
process continues till intragranular slip decreases dras-
tically. At the last stage of straining this effect exceeds
stimulating effect of intragranular slip on GBS. Thus,
intragranular slip can both stimulate and suppress slid-
ing. Small difference in stresses applied to bicrystals
allows us to compare the rates of sliding in the pres-
ence and in the absence of intragranular slip. It is seen
from Fig. 10 the rate of stimulated GBS can be more
than five times of that for pure sliding. The possible
mechanisms of this effect are considered below.

5.2. Mechanism of Stimulation of Sliding by Slip
During Compatible Deformation

The interaction between lattice dislocations and grain
boundary at high temperatures often results in genera-
tion of glissile component of grain boundary disloca-
tion even at compatible deformation. At high temper-
atures transmission of lattice dislocation through the
boundary that produces sessile GBD is a quite rare
event because it is substituted by the process of dissoci-
ation of lattice dislocation impinged into the boundary
[32]. The probability of the meeting of lattice disloca-
tions at the same point of the boundary seems to be
extremely low. Therefore, in some models [3, 11, 33]
the effect of stimulation of grain boundary sliding by
intragranular slip during compatible deformation is still
ascribed to the appearance of additional density of mo-
bile GBDs contributing to the sliding. For example,
recently proposed model of GBS [33] based on geom-
etry of zinc and cadmium bicrystals [2, 3] considers
two families of glissile GBDs of opposite signs pro-
duced from the interaction of lattice dislocations with
the boundary. According to this model, namely these
additional GBDs are responsible for increase in the rate
of sliding. Unfortunately, this model makes no differ-

ence between dislocations generated by grain boundary
sources and induced by intragranular slip. Further we
analyze the contribution slip induced GBDs of opposite
signs to grain boundary sliding.

Let us consider the interaction of lattice dislocations
of different grains with the boundary during compat-
ible deformation. We can assume that lattice disloca-
tions are impinging into different equal-spaced points
in the boundary (Fig. 11(a)). Lattice dislocations orig-
inated from Grain A appear in the boundary points
designated as An , An+1, . . . , An+i . Analogously, for
the lattice dislocations that enter the boundary from
Grain B the boundary points are designated as Bn ,
Bn+1, . . . , Bn+i . For simplicity we assume that the
number of dislocations coming to each point are the
same and these dislocations appear simultaneously.
Also, we assume that this hypothetical bicrystal con-
tains microscopic flat boundary and that GBDs are
not generated by grain boundary dislocation sources
during GBS. Lattice dislocations entering the bound-
ary dissociate into glissile and sessile GBDs. Motion
of glissile GBDs under the applied stresses occurs in
opposite directions and therefore, results in their mu-
tual annihilation. However, these GBDs move and pro-
duce GBS only within some boundary segments which
can be designated as An Bn , An+1 Bn+1, . . . , An+i Bn+i .

Figure 11. Formation of GBDs as a result of lattice dislocations
entering the boundary (a). Portion of the bicrystal after deformation,
illustrating boundary segments with and without displacement of
fiducial lines (b).
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There is no movement of GBDs along boundary seg-
ments Bn An+1, Bn+1 An+2, . . . , Bn+i−1 An+i and hence,
no sliding within these segments. If fiducial lines are
scratched on the bicrystal surface across each bound-
ary segment before the deformation, we can see alter-
nation of segments with and without displacement of
these lines after the deformation (Fig. 11(b)). When
the amount of sliding reaches the length of segment,
the shifted fiducial lines stops at the ends of these seg-
ments; although GBS along the segments can be in
progress. Coexistence of these two different kinds of
segments indicates that there is no continuous shear of
one crystal in respect to the other. Therefore, this type
of GBS cannot make a direct contribution to total de-
formation because it does not produce continuous shift
of one crystal with respect to the other along the whole
boundary. For this reason, local GBS can be considered
only as one of the processes of grain boundary recov-
ery that removes micro-incompatibility and facilitates
intragranular deformation. If we assume that GBDs are
generated by grain boundary dislocation sources under
the applied stresses and induce the sliding which makes
a direct contribution to total deformation, the superpo-
sition of local GBS does not increase this contribution.
It is worth to note that in the case when all slip lines have
common points at the boundary the continuous sliding
may occur. However, for the continuous sliding the pro-
cesses of entry of lattice dislocations into the boundary,
their dissociation and motion of GBDs should be mutu-
ally coordinated along the whole boundary to avoid in-
teraction between dislocations entering the same points
from different grains (Figs. 12(a) and (b)). Such self-
organization of deformation is energetically unfavor-
able. Moreover, in most cases, the common points of
slip lines is a result of transmission of lattice disloca-
tions through grain boundary [32]. Since the boundary
is symmetric, only sessile GBDs should appear at trans-
mission of dislocations through the boundary. There-
fore, the probability of transformation of local GBS to
continuous one is extremely low. Thus, in the case of
plastic strain compatibility the GBDs originated from
lattice dislocations impinged into the boundary can-
not increase the rate of macroscopic GBS. A stimula-
tion effect of crystallographic slip on sliding observed
on bicrystals [2, 3], can be understood if we assume
that grain boundary contains a microscopic irregular-
ities such as, for example, steps as shown in Fig. 13.
These barriers can be overcome if a part of GBDs are
involved in the reactions of generation of lattice dis-
locations with their subsequent emission to the grain

Figure 12. Mutually coordinated dislocation reactions in the
boundary. Appearance of glissile GBDs of opposite signs from lat-
tice dislocations of different grains entered the same points of the
boundary (a). Portion of bicrystal showing displacement of fiducial
lines in different boundary segments (b).

Figure 13. Generation of lattice dislocations from boundary steps
during the sliding along 90◦〈101̄0〉 boundary.

interior. For given compatibility conditions, disloca-
tion mechanism of accommodation of sliding seems to
be quite realistic. It is worth to note that exact mech-
anism of accommodation of sliding by intragranular
slip at boundary irregularities of other types remains
unexplored.

5.3. Contributions of Different Dislocation
Mechanisms to the Effect of Stimulation of
Grain Boundary Sliding by Intragranular Slip

In this section we describe dislocation mechanisms of
different types of GBS observed experimentally and
assess their contributions to the total amount of slid-
ing. Let us consider pure GBS. This type of sliding
can be described as the motion of glissile GBDs of
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Figure 14. Dislocation models of different types of GBS (a, c, e), their interrelations and distributions along the boundary (b, d, f). Pure
grain boundary sliding (a, b), sliding accommodated by slip (c, d) and superposition of the sliding accommodated by slip and GBS induced by
incompatible deformation (e, f).

opposite signs generated by grain boundary sources
(Fig. 14(a)). Under the effect of shear stress applied
along the boundary these GBDs moves in opposite di-
rections. Although the exact mechanism of their gen-
eration is unknown it is reasonable to suppose that
the numbers of GBDs of opposite signs are similar.
At macroscopic level the motion of these dislocations
should result in a uniform distribution of the sliding
along the boundary (Fig. 14(b)). However, real bound-
aries contain such irregularities as steps and facets.
Therefore, spatial oscillations are typical for GBS. Ac-
tuation of slip during compatible deformation signif-
icantly enhances the sliding rate. As shown in previ-

ous section the accommodation of GBS by slip seems
to be the most possible mechanism of stimulation of
GBS (Fig. 14(c)). It is expected that in this case the
amount of GBS remains uniformly distributed along
the boundary (Fig. 14(d)). Incompatible deformation
is characterized by the appearance of glissile GBDs of
one sign whose interaction with glissile GBDs of op-
posite sign generated by grain boundary sources leaves
GBDs of one sign (Fig. 14(e)). At respectively small
intragranular strain rates and/or small component of
intragranular shear along the boundary all these GBDs
should move under the applied shear stress, i.e., their
motion should occur in the direction of point C. Strong
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elastic interaction between glissile GBDs with them-
selves can be avoided despite their motion are hindered
by different boundary irregularities. Therefore, GBS at
the boundary end O is produced purely by the oper-
ation of dislocation grain boundary sources. Motion
of GBDs of one sign in one direction means that all
these slip induced dislocations give a contribution to
total sliding. At spatially uniform intragranular defor-
mation the amount of sliding should increase linearly
from point O to point C (Fig. 14(f)).

Let us assess contributions of different types of slid-
ing on the basis of our experimental results. The total
amount of sliding can be determined as

Stot = Spure + Sacc + Sinc, (3)

where Spure—amount of pure GBS, Sacc—amount of
sliding is due to accommodation by slip, Sinc—amount
of sliding induced by strain incompatibility. Contribu-
tions of different dislocation mechanisms to total effect
of stimulation for different testing time are shown in
Fig. 15. The assessment is made for the first 22 s of test-
ing. Further deformation results in slide hardening fol-
lowed by the negative sliding near point O. This means
that amount of the boundary sliding in point O cannot
be determined by the amount of the sliding accommo-
dated by slip. It is seen that contribution of pure sliding
reaches 40% at the beginning of deformation and then
decreases by half. At the beginning of deformation the
contribution of the effect of accommodation of GBS by
slip to the total amount of the boundary sliding is 50%.
Then it slightly decreases up to 40%. The maximum
contribution of the sliding induced by strain incompat-
ibility (determined near point C) increases from 10%
at the beginning of deformation up to 40% before slide

Figure 15. Contributions of different types of GBS to the total
sliding determined from experimental data.

hardening. Thus, the effect of accommodation of the
boundary sliding by crystallographic slip is significant
and comparable with pure GBS only at the beginning of
deformation. Further deformation makes the maximum
effect of stimulation of GBS exerted by strain incom-
patibility as significant as the effect of accommodation
of the sliding by intragranular slip.

6. Summary

Experiments with zinc bicrystals have been designed
to study the effect of intragranular slip on grain bound-
ary sliding at originally compatible deformation taking
into account possible dislocation reactions. For com-
parison, bicrystal of the same type has been tested at
a slightly lower stress which is not enough to initiate
intragranular slip. The results obtained show that ac-
tuation of intragranular slip results in the increase in
the sliding rate more than five times in contrast to that
without slip. Also, a good correlation between slip and
GBS during deformation prior to slide hardening has
been established. Slide hardening and negative grain
boundary sliding near one end of the boundary are cor-
responded to the increased difference in strain rates
in the neighboring grains. Assuming that the interac-
tion between lattice dislocations and the boundary pro-
duces primarily glissile grain boundary dislocations of
two opposite signs, an analysis of their contribution to
GBS has been done. It has been shown that these grain
boundary dislocations can induce only local GBS and
cannot contribute to usual macroscopic grain boundary
sliding. It has been proposed that close relationship be-
tween slip and GBS at compatible deformation is based
on the accommodation of grain boundary sliding by
crystallographic slip at grain boundary irregularities.
It has been shown that grain boundary sliding is also
stimulated by plastic strain incompatibility appearing
in the course of the change in bicrystal geometry. These
two different dislocation mechanisms can give almost
the same contribution to the total amount of GBS ac-
companied by slip. The reasons for the suppression
of grain boundary sliding can be both a non-smooth
boundary and plastic strain incompatibility appearing
with bicrystal straining.
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